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Abstract

We introduce a strategy for modeling speaker variability in speaker adaptation based

on maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR). The approach uses a speaker

clustering procedure that models speaker variability by partitioning a large corpus

of speakers in the eigenspace of their MLLR transformations and learning cluster-

specific regression class tree structures. We present experiments showing that choos-

ing the appropriate regression class tree structure for speakers leads to a significant

reduction in overall word error rates in automatic speech recognition systems. To

realize these gains in unsupervised adaptation, we describe an algorithm that pro-

duces a linear combination of MLLR transformations from cluster-specific trees us-

ing weights estimated by maximizing the likelihood of a speaker’s adaptation data.

This algorithm produces small improvements in overall recognition performance

across a range of tasks for both English and Mandarin. More significantly, distribu-



tional analysis shows that it reduces the number of speakers with performance loss

due to adaptation across a range of adaptation data sizes and word error rates.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few years, speaker adaptation based on maximum likelihood lin-

ear regression (MLLR) (Leggetter and Woodland, 1995; Digalakis et al., 1995)

has proven to be an effective technique that yields significant performance wins

in speaker-independent (SI) automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. It

has also been successfully applied in the case of environmental adaptation

(Woodland et al., 1996). The basic approach in MLLR is to estimate an affine

transformation, by maximizing the likelihood of a speaker’s adaptation data,

to shift the parameters of an SI acoustic model closer to that of a speaker-

dependent (SD) model. The transformations can be estimated for both means

and variances of Gaussian distributions (Gales and Woodland, 1996) of SI

acoustic models. The affine transformations can also be estimated and ap-

plied directly to the acoustic feature vectors as reported in Gales (1998). In

speaker adaptive training (SAT) (Anastasakos et al., 1997), MLLR is applied
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to both training and testing speakers to model inter-speaker variability and

produce a canonical model that primarily captures intra-speaker variability.

Furthermore, the MLLR transforms themselves may be used as features for

speaker modeling purposes, e.g., in speaker recognition (Stolcke et al., 2005).

With MLLR, it is possible to adapt all parameters of an acoustic model (mean

and covariance of SI Gaussian distributions), irrespective of whether they are

observed in a limited amount of adaptation data, through the use of regres-

sion classes that define groups of models that share a transformation (Gales,

1996, 1997). Regression class trees organize SI Gaussian distributions into hi-

erarchical classes in a tree either by using expert knowledge or by applying a

data-driven clustering procedure (agglomerative or divisive) and an appropri-

ate similarity measure for comparing the distributions. In general, regression

class trees can be built such that the lowest node in the tree preserves phone-

level, triphone state-level or Gaussian distribution-level granularity using ap-

propriate statistics. The statistics are typically collected for a particular do-

main, e.g., conversational telephone speech (CTS), broadcast news (BN), etc.

and used for building the SI regression class tree for that domain. This results

in different tree structures, and hence different possible regression classes, for

each domain, which impacts the estimation of MLLR transformations. Given

adaptation data from a test speaker, the tree is descended from the top to

those nodes that satisfy a predetermined minimum count of data frames, and

a transformation is estimated for each such node (regression class) to be shared

by all its members, allowing for adaptation of both observed and unobserved

units.

Previous work on speaker adaptation has also investigated the use of speaker

clustering with the aim of introducing flexibility in the adaptation strategy for
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individual speakers. In Padmanabhan et al. (1998), a combination of speaker

adaptive training and speaker clustering is reported, where MLLR transfor-

mations are applied to the N training speakers closest to a given test speaker,

to train a speaker adapted (SA) model from the transformed data. Imamura

(1991) proposed an approach in which initial speaker-specific acoustic models

were clustered using a cross-entropy measure. Kosaka and Sagayama (1994)

presented an approach where speaker-specific models were organized into a

tree such that any interior node in the tree stored an acoustic model trained

using data of all speakers under that node, and a target speaker was assigned

to that node which produced the highest likelihood on the adaptation data.

Shortcomings of these approaches are that the speaker cluster-specific models

may not be trained with a sufficient amount of data to be representative of

that cluster and the decision to assign a target speaker to a particular cluster

may be errorful.

To address the problem of using a single speaker-cluster-specific model in

classical speaker clustering approaches, the family of model combination ap-

proaches was developed. Bocchieri et al. (1999) proposed an approach to use

a cascade of bias transformation vectors, in addition to using a full mean

transformation. The cascade of bias vectors provided robust transformation

estimates and improved ASR system performance in cases of sparse adap-

tation data. The common theme of all model combination approaches is to

first train speaker-cluster-specific models (component models or adaptation

transformations) from a large training speaker population. Then, for a target

speaker, weights are estimated for each component model, using the adapta-

tion data. Finally, the models are linearly combined to produce a composite

(adapted) acoustic model for that particular speaker. Cluster adaptive train-
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ing (CAT) (Gales, 2000) is a speaker clustering approach to SAT, where sev-

eral cluster-specific acoustic models or MLLR transformations (and a single

speaker-independent acoustic model) are trained. For a test speaker, an SD

model is derived by estimating weights, from adaptation data, to combine

the component acoustic models (or component MLLR transformations) us-

ing a single regression class tree. Kuhn et al. (2000) proposed eigenvoices or

basis acoustic models, derived from an eigenspace representation of several

cluster-specific acoustic models. The basis models are linearly combined us-

ing optimal weights, from adaptation data, to produce an SD model that lies

within the span of the eigenvoices. In Chen et al. (2000) and Mak and Hsiao

(2004), an eigenspace representation of MLLR transformations (of a single

acoustic model) was used to obtain basis MLLR transformations, and a test

speaker’s MLLR transformation is produced by interpolating the basis trans-

formations, using weights estimated from the speaker’s adaptation data and

a single regression class tree. In all these approaches, the component mod-

els or transformations are static, computed as part of the training process,

and adaptation involves only estimating weights for combining transforms or

models. Since the number of weights is typically small (one per cluster), these

methods are good for cases of sparse adaptation data.

This work aims to take advantage of larger amounts of adaptation data, as well

as small amounts, and differs from previous approaches in two respects. First,

we leverage the benefits of speaker clustering, by designing multiple regression

class tree structures (i.e., transformation tying schemes) for different clusters of

speakers. Second, we estimate component MLLR transformations dynamically

for each test speaker using the cluster-specific regression class trees.

The speaker clusters are created by clustering held-out training speakers (not
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used in acoustic model training) that are represented in the eigenspace of

MLLR transformations of a single acoustic model. A regression class tree

is then trained using the data available from the speakers in each cluster,

motivated by the goal of capturing cluster-specific differences of dialect (or

sociolect) or speaking style in the structure of the trees. We show evidence

that significant ASR performance gains are achievable by choosing the optimal

regression class tree structure for each speaker.

We also describe additional algorithms, used on test speakers, that produce

MLLR transformations by combining component transformations available

from speaker-clustered regression class trees. The transformations are com-

bined using optimal weights, that maximize the likelihood of adaptation data

by extending the method described in Gales and Woodland (1996) to include

a robust weight estimation strategy, and the detailed transformations produce

improved robustness in ASR performance across a range of tasks. The algo-

rithm for estimating the optimal weights needs to store only the component

MLLR transformations in memory and a single acoustic model. This results

in reduced memory requirements for our approach, compared to eigenvoices

and CAT, which interpolate component acoustic models and need memory for

each one at recognition time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes three tech-

niques for constructing regression class trees and the speaker clustering algo-

rithm in MLLR transformation eigenspace; Section 3 provides details of the

ASR system and tasks used in this work; Section 4 discusses the potential

gains from the oracle assignment of speakers to regression class trees; Section

5 describes an algorithm that estimates weights, from adaptation data, for

combining component MLLR transformations; Section 6 discusses the ASR
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performance improvements achieved using the weight estimation algorithm

and presents an analysis of speaker-level ASR performance that shows the

robustness across a range of adaptation conditions; Section 7 concludes by

summarizing the key results and possible extensions.

2 Speaker Clustering for Regression Class Trees

2.1 Regression Class Trees

We investigated transformation sharing at the phone level [all hidden Markov

model (HMM) states of all triphones with the same center phone are pre-

determined to share the same transformation] as well as at the state level

(different states from the same phone can have different transformations, which

may be useful when there are strong coarticulation effects). For RCT design in

both cases, each hidden HMM state 2 is represented by multivariate Gaussian

sufficient statistics trained from the data associated with that model. For the

phone-based RCTs, the models are first grouped according the center phone

of the triphone that the model is associated with, so the maximum number

of classes is equal to the number of phones (45, in this case). Phone level

Gaussian distributions are then estimated from the sufficient statistics of the

HMM states belonging to a particular phone using an approach similar to

that in Kannan et al. (1994) and Hwang and Huang (1998). For the state-

2 Here HMM state refers to the set of unique HMM states in the SI acoustic model

that are clustered to allow sharing of SI Gaussian distributions among triphone

states within each cluster. (The actual model used in decoding is a Gaussian mix-

ture.)
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level RCTs, the models are not pre-grouped, and the maximum number of

classes is equal to the number of leaves in the acoustic modeling tree (roughly

3000 here).

We experimented with two divisive clustering approaches for building regres-

sion class trees (RCTs). For phone-level transformation sharing, we explored

both constrained and unconstrained clustering, and used unconstrained clus-

tering for state-level sharing. In the constrained approach, we design a de-

cision tree to cluster the Gaussian distributions, choosing from linguistically

motivated questions about the center phones to maximize likelihood of train-

ing data, similar to clustering triphone states of HMMs using decision trees

(Young et al., 1994). In the unconstrained approach, we build a binary tree

by splitting the group of models at a node into two clusters, using k-means

clustering and a symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance measure 3 as in

Leggetter (1995).

In all cases, trees are grown to their maximum size. For phone-based RCTs,

both constrained and unconstrained, each leaf node corresponds to a single

phone. Such RCTs, also referred to as phonetic RCTs, have been previously

explored in Haeb-Umbach (2001). For state-level RCTs, the leaves of the tree

represent the individual state-level distributions. Of course, in online adap-

tation, there is rarely enough data for robustly estimating a state-specific

transformation. However, backoff techniques are used when there is insuffi-

3 Given two Gaussian distributions described by means µ1, µ2 and covariances

Σ1, Σ2, a symmetric KL distance between the two is given by

Dsym =
1
2
tr(Σ−1

1 Σ2 + Σ−1
2 Σ1 − 2I) +

1
2
(µ1 − µ2)T (Σ−1

1 + Σ−1
2 )(µ1 − µ2)
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cient data, and including the fine grained models in the tree makes it possible

to use very detailed transformations when there is a large amount of data from

a speaker (e.g. for a news anchor).

The three methods for RCT design differ in the splitting criteria for con-

strained vs. unconstrained trees (i.e. change in likelihood of training data vs.

symmetric KL distance between distributions) as well as in the allowed gran-

ularity of state tying (phone-level vs. triphone-state-level). These differences

result in different branching structure for all three RCTs using the same data

for building the trees. Given limited adaptation data, it is often the case that

the estimated transformations correspond to internal nodes (non-root, non-

leaf node), which then leads to different adaptation results as a function of

RCT structure even for the two phone-based trees.

2.2 Speaker Clustering in MLLR Eigenspace

MLLR transformations represent speaker descriptions with reference to an SI

model, and are thus a logical choice for modeling speaker variability. Eigenspace-

based MLLR representations were found to be useful for gender classification

(Huang et al., 2001) and as auxiliary features in mixtures-of-experts classi-

fiers for speaker recognition (Ferrer et al., 2005). In Chen et al. (2000), faster

speaker adaptation in ASR was achieved using such representations of MLLR

transformations. In contrast, our use of such representations of MLLR trans-

formations is to obtain adaptation-relevant speaker clusters.

We first estimate MLLR transformations for a large corpus of held-out training

speakers, using a single constrained-type RCT that has R regression classes.
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Given a d-dimensional feature vector used in recognition, we then vector-

ize the MLLR transformations (mean transform, offset vector) to produce a

d(d + 1)-length vector, and normalize each dimension to have zero mean and

unit variance. Next, we perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the

vectorized MLLR transformations of all regression classes, except those cor-

responding to the nonspeech class. For purposes of numerical stability, PCA

is performed using a singular value decomposition on the data matrix (Mar-

dia et al., 1979; R Development Core Team, 2005). The vectorized transforms

are then projected onto the first N principal components, and we form an

RN -dimensional supervector for each speaker by stacking together the PCA-

reduced MLLR transforms for each of the R classes (excluding the nonspeech

class). 4

Finally, we use k-means clustering to partition the speakers into S clusters,

using a Euclidean distance measure between the supervectors. The supervec-

tors capture the speaker information present in MLLR transformations, and

the clustering groups together speakers who share similar transform charac-

teristics.

Given the speaker clusters, we then train a separate RCT for each speaker

cluster, one of each type described in Section 2.1 using acoustic data of speak-

ers in each cluster. Since the training speakers in each cluster are more similar,

in MLLR eigenspace, to speakers of their own cluster than to those of other

clusters, we hypothesize that the cluster-specific RCT will capture patterns

representative of each speaker cluster in the structure of the RCT. This will

4 R is chosen such that each speaker has sufficient data for estimating MLLR

transformations for R regression classes.
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produce diversity in RCT structures across clusters, in the sense that groups of

models (SI Gaussian distributions) will be subdivided differently during tree

building for each cluster. We also expect that choosing the appropriate MLLR

RCT structure for every speaker should lead to improved ASR performance.

In Section 4, we will show that this strategy does indeed lead to different RCT

structures and improved ASR performance results when using the oracle RCT.

3 Task and System Description

The ASR system used for this work is SRI’s DecipherTM large vocabulary

engine (Stolcke et al., 2006). We used three versions of the system, each with

performance comparable to the state of the art: i) English CTS; ii) English

BN (Venkataraman et al., 2004), and iii) Mandarin BN and broadcast conver-

sations (BC) (Hwang et al., 2006).

In the CTS version, for first-pass decoding, the system uses gender-dependent,

word-internal triphones as HMMs (standard three state left-to-right HMMs),

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) in the front end, a bigram lan-

guage model, and phone-loop MLLR 5 (Sankar et al., 1996) to produce lattices.

Subsequently, these lattices are expanded using a 4-gram language model and

also processed using confusion networks to produce higher-quality hypothe-

ses. The second pass of the system uses acoustic models based on crossword

triphones and perceptual linear prediction (PLP) feature vectors as the front

end. The PLP-based acoustic models also use, among other standard normal-

ization techniques, speaker adaptive training based on constrained MLLR.

5 Single transformation MLLR based on a phone-loop recognition pass.
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The mean vectors and diagonal covariances of the Gaussian distributions of

the PLP-based acoustic model are adapted to test speakers using MLLR and

the hypotheses from the first stage. For the rest of the paper, all references

to MLLR adaptation are for the second stage of this system. This is effec-

tively cross-system adaptation since adaptation hypotheses from MFCC-based

acoustic models are used to adapt PLP-based acoustic models.

The BN/BC version of the system uses a similar architecture, with some differ-

ences: it uses gender-independent acoustic models; it segments BN/BC shows

into speaker “groups” using an unsupervised clustering algorithm (Sankar

et al., 1995), so that these segments can be used as speaker labels for MLLR

adaptation; and it does not employ cross-system adaptation, but instead uses

PLP-based features for both recognition stages. The Mandarin BN/BC sys-

tem used a tone-based phone set and MFCC-based features and pitch features

for acoustic models in both stages.

The MLLR step for these ASR systems uses an RCT to estimate a full matrix

transformation with an offset vector for the Gaussian means and a diagonal

variance transformation vector. The baseline version of the systems uses a

manually designed RCT that clusters triphone states with the same center

phone into groups based on the knowledge of acoustic phonetics (e.g., vowels,

fricatives, stops) and organizes them into a tree with 9 leaf classes. To achieve

the best possible ASR performance the English CTS system used an empiri-

cally tuned threshold of 1200 frames resulting in 6 to 21 regression classes per

speaker, while the BN/BC systems used a threshold of 4500 frames resulting

in 1 to 9 regression classes per speaker, when using the constrained and uncon-

strained RCTs described in Section 2.1. The English CTS speakers have five

minutes of adaptation data, on average, while the English BN speakers have
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adaptation data ranging from a few seconds (sound bites in news segments)

to more than thirty minutes (for anchor speakers). This difference in distribu-

tion of adaptation data in the two domains is the reason for the difference in

the average number of regression classes used per speaker for the CTS system

compared to the BN/BC systems.

The speaker clustering procedure of Section 2.2 was performed separately for

each domain in each language, and for each gender when gender-dependent

acoustic models were used. The corpus used for speaker clustering was drawn

from three different sources: conversations of speakers from the Fisher Phase

2 corpus (Cieri et al., 2004) and recent NIST English CTS test sets (1998-

2002) for use with the English CTS system, which together included 1186

male speakers and 567 female speakers (120 hours); BN in English, and BN

and BC shows in Mandarin (25 hours for each domain and language) from the

corpus released by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in early 2006, for

use with the English and Mandarin BN/BC systems, respectively. The corpus

used for speaker clustering was not part of the acoustic model training data

for the different ASR systems. Only the NIST CTS test sets (1998-2002) and

the NIST 2004 English BN test set were used for error analysis. Evaluation is

performed on the NIST 2003 English CTS test set (12 hours), the NIST 2004

English BN test set (6 hours), the NIST 2006 Mandarin BN test set 6 (1 hour),

and a 2005 Mandarin BC test set 7 (2.5 hours).

6 As used during DARPA GALE Spring 2006 dry run tests.
7 Test set prepared by Cambridge University and used for internal evaluations; not

released publicly at this time.
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4 Oracle Cluster-Dependent Adaptation

4.1 Oracle Performance Improvements

Our initial studies evaluate potential ASR performance gains from using the

“best” RCT (in terms of word error rate) for individual speakers, choosing

from among the ones produced by the speaker clustering algorithm. Using

the relevant constituents of the corpora in Section 3, we first trained speaker-

clustered RCT for English CTS and BN. In the speaker-clustering algorithm,

we represented each speaker by 8 vectorized MLLR transformations, since

this produced stable clusters. We experimented with several different values

of N , the number of principal components for projecting the vectorized MLLR

transforms, and chose N = 8, since it produced the most diversity in struc-

ture among the cluster-specific RCT. Diversity of tree structures refers to

the differences in the branching structure across the cluster-specific RCTs. In

Section 2.2, it was mentioned that one of the goals of this research is to pro-

duce different tree branching structures for each cluster-specific RCT, which

will result in different transformation sharing and thus different MLLR trans-

formations being estimated based on each tree. Therefore, it is important to

develop a quantitative notion of diversity in RCT structures. We used a simple

measure that considered the number of splits that are different at any given

level across the cluster-specific RCTs. Splits refer to the subdivision of clusters

of phone-level Gaussian distributions, which may be based on the constrained

question set or data driven. The splits near the top levels in the cluster-specific

RCTs have the greatest impact on the subsequent tree branching structure.

In the case of constrained RCTs the splits at each level in the RCTs are
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determined by choosing an appropriate linguistic question. The constrained

cluster-specific RCTs are considered to be most diverse when approximately 3

out of 4 questions are different at two levels below the root, across the different

cluster-specific RCTs.

The k-means-based clustering algorithm was set up to produce 4 clusters (or

4 clusters per gender) in each domain. This ensured that the speaker parti-

tions had an adequate amount of data to train cluster-specific RCTs, and also

maintained reasonable limits on computational costs of the transformation

combination algorithm of Section 5. To estimate the potential maximum ASR

system performance gains from using a cluster-specific RCT we follow the

steps listed in Algorithm 1. We first partition the speaker population S into

{ST ,SH}, where ST is used for cluster refinement and SH is a held-out set for

evaluation. The held-out subset of speakers SH for English CTS experiments

was drawn from the recent NIST English CTS test sets (1998-2002). In Step

2 of Algorithm 1, speaker subset ST is used to train the cluster-specific RCT,

and in Step 3 the held-out speaker subset SH is used for determining potential

ASR performance gains. 8

The results of evaluating ASR performance gains after MLLR adaptation using

the cluster-specific unconstrained RCTs as detailed in Algorithm 1 are shown

in Table 1, where the rows represent test sets for each speaker cluster C1(SH)

and the columns the cluster-specific RCT in T1 as defined in Algorithm 1.

Since in step 3 of Algorithm 1, speakers are assigned to that cluster whose

RCT in T1 produces the lowest WER after MLLR adaptation, the overall

8 Approximately 1% of the speakers in SH had similar change in ASR performance

after MLLR adaptation using any of the cluster-specific RCTs and were excluded

from the error analysis in Steps 3 and 4 of Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure to compute oracle cluster-dependent WER

1: Speaker Clusters C(S): Perform speaker clustering on speaker population

S to produce k clusters. C(S) is the assignment of speakers in S to the

k clusters. Using C(S), derive cluster assignments C(SH) and C(ST ) for

speaker subsets SH and ST , respectively.

2: Train constrained or unconstrained RCTs T1, one for each speaker cluster

using ST .

3: Produce new cluster assignments C1(SH) of speakers in SH, by re-assigning

each to that cluster index whose RCT in T1 produces the lowest WER after

MLLR adaptation.

4: Compute the overall WER for each of these new clusters in C1(SH).

word error rate (WER) of each new cluster in C1(SH) will be the lowest, using

the RCT of its own cluster, compared to that achieved by using the RCT of

any other cluster. The upper bound of potential gains over the SI RCT is in

the range of 0.6 to 0.8% (absolute) for the unconstrained RCT. On analyzing

the performance numbers for each speaker, we noticed that when the cluster-

specific test set matches its target RCT, the error rate for the worst-performing

speaker improves by 0.5 to 1.9% (absolute). Similar observations are made on

analysis of the performance figures from the constrained RCTs and for brevity,

are not presented here.

To estimate realistic ASR performance gains from using oracle cluster-specific

RCTs, we excluded the speakers in the held-out test set SH from the speaker

clustering training data S in Step 1 of Algorithm 1 in our experiments with

English BN. The speaker subset S is the same as ST , i.e., (S = ST ) and

is composed of 25 hours of English BN data released by LDC in 2006. The
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Clust 1 Clust 2 Clust 3 Clust 4 SI

Clust 1 20.5 21.2 21.2 21.3 21.3

Clust 2 22.0 21.3 22.1 22.1 21.9

Clust 3 24.1 24.4 23.6 24.0 24.3

Clust 4 21.6 21.8 21.6 20.9 21.7

Table 1

Oracle WER(%) for English CTS using unconstrained RCT

held-out speaker subset SH comprised the NIST 2004 English BN test set.

On performing the steps described in Algorithm 1, we observed performance

improvements similar to that of the English CTS case. The gains compared to

the SI RCT vary from 0.5% to 0.8%, with the exception of one cluster, which

showed no improvement. On closer examination, we found that the structure

of the RCT for this cluster was similar to that of the SI RCT, which is the

reason for no additional performance gains.

The cluster assignment of speakers in the held-out subset SH changed for many

speakers between Steps 1 and 4 of Algorithm 1. Since the assignment of speak-

ers to clusters in C1(SH) is based on minimum WER (rather than minimum
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Algorithm 2 Procedure to compute cluster-dependent WER with retrained

RCT
1: Given from Algorithm 1 the initial cluster assignments C(S) and C(ST ) of

the entire speaker population S and the training speaker population ST ,

respectively (from Step 1), the RCTs T1 (from Step 2), and the updated

cluster assignment C1(SH) of the held-out speaker population SH (from

Step 3).

2: Produce new cluster assignments C1(ST ) of speakers in ST , by re-assigning

each to that cluster index of C(S) whose RCT in T1 produces the lowest

WER, after MLLR adaptation. Number of speaker clusters remains un-

changed from Algorithm 1.

3: Train constrained or unconstrained RCTs T2, one for each speaker cluster

in C1(ST ), using the data of training speakers in that cluster.

4: Compute the overall WER for each speaker cluster C1(SH) comprising

speaker subset SH using the WER of each speaker in a cluster after MLLR

adaptation using each cluster-specific RCT in T2.

squared error on transformations 9 ), a re-clustering approach based on this

criterion was explored, as detailed in Algorithm 2. A new assignment, C1(ST ),

9 A test speaker in SH (Step 1 of Algorithm 1) can be assigned to that cluster whose

RCT in T1 produces an MLLR mean transformation that is “closest” to a canonical

MLLR mean transformation of that cluster, with respect to the squared distance

between the two transformations (when each is vectorized). A canonical MLLR

transformation for a speaker cluster in C(ST ) can be estimated as the centroid of

the MLLR transformations of the subset of speakers of ST assigned to that cluster

and its corresponding RCT.
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of speaker-clustering training speakers to that cluster whose tree produced the

lowest WER was used, an unconstrained RCT was retrained for each new clus-

ter, and the error analysis procedure just described was performed. However,

the results from this analysis (Step 5 of Algorithm 2), shown in Table 2, do not

exhibit patterns similar to those in Table 1. The difference in the two sets of

results may also indicate that speaker variability for MLLR adaptation strate-

gies can be better modeled by speaker clustering in the eigenspace of MLLR

transformations, than by clustering speakers based on minimum WER, or it

is perhaps the case that WER-based clustering criteria are too greedy.

Clust 1 Clust 2 Clust 3 Clust 4 SI

Clust 1 21.2 21.1 21.0 21.1 21.3

Clust 2 21.9 21.9 22.0 21.9 21.9

Clust 3 23.8 23.8 23.9 24.1 24.3

Clust 4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.7

Table 2

Oracle WER(%) for English CTS using retrained unconstrained RCT. Lowest

WERs in each row are highlighted.

4.2 Analysis of Regression Tree Structure

On manually examining the cluster-specific RCT we observed that a different

sequence of questions was used by each constrained RCT, resulting in differ-

ent structures of each tree. Since the structure of RCT describes similarities

among clusters of phones (based on phone-level statistics), we conjecture that

each cluster-specific RCT reflects dialect or pronunciation patterns that are
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representative of its cluster. Further, on comparing the constrained RCT, for

each speaker cluster, we found that the branches of the trees that split the

acoustic units describing vowels (Figure 1) exhibited more differences in the

hierarchical structure than the branches involving consonants, which is consis-

tent with linguistic studies on regional variation in American English (Labov,

1996). For example, the relative proximity of “ao” and “aa” in the upper tree

of Figure 1 compared to that in the lower tree is indicative of dialectal vari-

ation per Labov’s findings. The unconstrained RCT had structures that were

considerably different from those of the constrained RCT and, across clusters,

exhibited more diversity in structure details than the constrained ones (as

illustrated in Figure 10 in the Appendix).

5 Soft Regression Class Trees

5.1 Maximum Likelihood Weights for Transform Combination

The experiments in Section 4 serve as proof of concept that choosing the

best RCT can lead to improved ASR performance, where the optimal RCT is

determined for a test speaker by evaluating ASR performance for every cluster-

specific tree. However, for actual ASR evaluations, an unsupervised method

is needed to determine the optimal tree to use for a test speaker. We compare

i) choosing a single RCT using a maximum likelihood (ML) criterion vs. ii)

estimating weights for a linear combination of the MLLR transformations,

where the weights are estimated to maximize the likelihood of a speaker’s

adaptation data.

Combinations of multiple MLLR transformations using ML weights have been
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proposed previously by Gales (1996); Boulis et al. (2001); Sankar et al. (1999).

The component MLLR transformations have been estimated dynamically for

test speakers using different nodes within a single RCT (Gales, 1996), or pre-

computed for speaker clusters using various techniques (Boulis et al., 2001),

in both cases using a single RCT. The weights for combining the compo-

nent MLLR transformations are estimated dynamically using an ML approach

given a test speaker’s adaptation data (Gales, 1996; Boulis et al., 2001), or

precomputed using an ML approach on a corpus of training speakers (Gales

and Woodland, 1996). Our approach estimates the component MLLR trans-

formations for each cluster-specific RCT (trained offline) using a test speaker’s

adaptation data. The optimal weights to combine the component transforma-

tions are estimated to maximize likelihood of the test data.

Define the transformed mean vector of the m-th Gaussian as

µ̂m = M̂mα̂(l)

where

M̂m = [µ̂(1)
m · · · µ̂(S)

m ], µ̂(s)
m = Ŵ(s,r)ξm,

and Ŵ(s,r) is the transformation associated with the r-th regression class of

the s-th speaker cluster on the extended mean vector ξm. The constrained and

unconstrained RCT used in this work clusters all SI Gaussian distributions

that belong to triphone states with the same center phone at each leaf node,

resulting in each cluster-specific RCT to have the same number of leaf nodes,

which is equal to the number of phones being used. This implies that for S

cluster-specific RCTs, each with L leaf nodes, a set of S leaf nodes can be

drawn (one from each RCT) such that each leaf node corresponds to the same

phone. Such a set of S leaf nodes can be considered as an equivalence class since
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they would cluster the same set of SI Gaussian distributions corresponding to

a particular phone. 10 This equivalence relationship can be represented by a

mapping matrix, which has S rows and L columns. Each row corresponds to

the S cluster-specific RCTs and each column the L leaf nodes. The S entries

in the lth column would denote the indices of the leaf nodes, corresponding

to each RCT, that form an equivalence class. Then the weights for combining

MLLR mean transformations can be estimated for the S leaf nodes in an

equivalence class, which we refer to as weights being tied at the leaves of the

RCTs. Representing the weights α(l)
s for the s-th RCT and the l-th equivalence

class (leaf nodes) by

α̂(l) = [α̂
(l)
1 · · · α̂(l)

S ]T

and using a procedure similar to that of Gales (1996), we define the auxil-

iary function of interest in Eqn. 1 for the expectation-maximization algorithm

(EM) (Dempster et al., 1977)

Q(M,M̂) = K − 1

2

R∑
r=1

Cr∑
c=1

Mc∑
m=1

T∑
τ=1

γm(τ)
(
o(τ)− µ̂m

)T

Σ−1
m

(
o(τ)− µ̂m

)
,

(1)

where K is a normalization constant, R is the number of regression classes con-

taining Cr mixture Gaussian distributions, each of which has Mc component

Gaussian distributions; o(τ) is the observation vector at time τ ; and γm(τ),

µ̂m and Σ−1
m are the occupation probability at time τ , mean vector, and inverse

covariance of the mth Gaussian distribution, respectively. Differentiating Eqn.

1 with respect to α̂(l)
s results in Eqn. 2

10 The set of root nodes of each cluster-specific RCT also form an equivalence class

since they cluster all the SI Gaussian distributions.
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[ R∑
r=1

Cr∑
c=1

Mc∑
m=1

T∑
τ=1

γm(τ)µ̂(s)T
m Σ−1

m M̂m

]
α̂(l) =

R∑
r=1

Cr∑
c=1

Mc∑
m=1

T∑
τ=1

γm(τ)µ̂(s)T
m Σ−1

m o(τ) .

(2)

By differentiating Eqn. 1 with respect to each of the S weights α̂(l)
s a set of

simultaneous equations can be generated as shown in Eqn. 3:

Z(l)α̂(l) = V(l) , (3)

where Z is a symmetric S × S matrix and V is an S × 1 vector. Each row

of Z and the corresponding element of V is computed by differentiating Eqn.

2 with respect to each of the S weights α̂(l)
s . The weights α̂(l)

s can then be

estimated by solving for α̂(l) using Eqn. 3 that requires the inversion of matrix

Z.

If the branching structure of the cluster-specific RCTs is such that the paths

in two or more RCTs leading to leaf nodes (that form an equivalence class)

are identical, then the cluster-specific MLLR transformations estimated at any

node in such branches will be identical in each RCT. For such an equivalence

class, matrix Z in Eqn. 2 will have numerically identical rows corresponding

to the leaf nodes with identical branching structure. With some rows being

identical, matrix Z will no longer have linearly independent rows and will

not have full rank. In such cases, an infinite number of solutions will exist

for the weights α̂(l)
s . In our approach, we estimate the weights only for those

clusters that have unique cluster-specific MLLR transformations, and assume

the rest of the weights to be zero. Effectively, this approach ignores redundant
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cluster-specific MLLR transformations when estimating the transformation

smoothing weights. As part of this procedure we introduce cluster-specific La-

grange multipliers, λ(l) and β(l)
s for the weights α̂(l) into the objective function

of Eqn. 4 that places inequality constraints on the weights such that they are

positive and an equality constraint that they sum to one. 11

Q(M,M̂) = K − 1

2

R∑
r=1

Cr∑
c=1

Mc∑
m=1

T∑
τ=1

γm(τ)
(
o(τ)− µ̂m

)T
Σ−1

m

(
o(τ)− µ̂m

)

+
L∑

l=1

λ(l)(
S∑

s=1

α(l)
s − 1) + β(l)

s (α(l)
s ≥ 0) . (4)

When an inequality constraint becomes active, it becomes an equality or the

cluster-specific weight it corresponds to is zero, while the remaining weights are

non-zero. To estimate the weights with inequality constraints, the procedure

keeps the inequality constraint inactive for those clusters that have unique

cluster-specific MLLR transformations and sets the constraint to be active for

the rest of the clusters. The cluster-specific weights are then estimated under

the constraint that they sum to one. It is straightforward to solve for the

Lagrange multipliers, and the details are omitted here.

5.2 Two-step ML Weight Estimation Strategy

For each test speaker, we apply a two-step ML weight estimation procedure.

First, we estimate the mean and diagonal variance MLLR transformations

for every cluster-specific RCT from HMM state occupancy statistics collected

11 Note that the maximum likelihood solutions of weights obtained by solving Eqn.

3 do not have any constraints on the weights.
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using the speaker’s adaptation data and the unadapted SI acoustic model.

Next, we determine the cluster-specific RCT that produces the highest gain

in likelihood on the adaptation data using the acoustic model adapted by

its corresponding MLLR mean and diagonal variance transformations. Then,

using this adapted acoustic model, we reestimate the HMM state occupancy

statistics, which are subsequently used for estimating the mean transforma-

tion smoothing weights, without any inequality constraints (first step) (as

described in Section 5.1) and the corresponding diagonal variance transforma-

tion, and determine its likelihood gain on the adaptation data. If the gain is

less than the best gain from the cluster-specific RCT, we estimate the smooth-

ing weights with inequality constraints (second step), and the corresponding

diagonal variance transformation. Depending on the set of smoothing weights

chosen, either from the first or the second step, the corresponding combined

mean transformations and diagonal variance transformations are used to adapt

the SI acoustic model.

5.3 Limitations of the Two-step ML Weight Estimation Strategy

Under conditions described in Sec. 5.1, the matrix Z in Eqn. 2 can have rows

that are not linearly independent. 12 In such cases, we extended the ML pro-

cedure of Gales (1996) for estimating the cluster-specific weights by adding

inequality constraints using Lagrange multipliers and estimating only the

weights for those clusters that have unique cluster-specific MLLR transforma-

tions. This is one approach for robustly estimating the cluster-specific weights

12 In our experiments, we did not encounter situations when matrix Z had full rank

in theory, but in practice could not be inverted on finite-precision machines.
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in a ML framework, but several other alternatives exist. These include gen-

eralized EM approaches that increase the likelihood of the objective function

in Eqn. 1 without requiring inversion of the matrix Z. Another possibility

is to use an iterative approach to estimate each cluster-specific weight α̂(l)
s

individually, keeping the others fixed, which also does not require inversion

of the matrix Z. The use of inequality constraints in our approach, which

constrains the weights to be non-zero and sum to one, does not achieve the

theoretical maximum that is possible without the constraints. However, the

constrained weight estimation results in robust adaptation performance across

a wide-range of speakers as shown in experimental evidence in Sections 6.4. 13

5.4 Computation Requirements

Compared to standard MLLR adaptation with a single transformation (mean

and variance), the computational cost of adaptation using multiple cluster-

dependent RCT structures increases linearly with the number of clusters. With

S clusters, S+1 transformations are estimated (including one for the SI RCT).

For example, if there is only one iteration of MLLR estimation and the robust

ML weight estimation strategy (Section 5.2) is not used, then the state occu-

pancy statistics from the SI model are used for estimating transformations for

each cluster-specific RCT, and the total computational cost of estimating the

MLLR transformations is S +1 times that of using only the SI RCT. As men-

tioned in Section 5.1, the ML weights are estimated only for those nodes in

the cluster-specific RCTs that represent equivalence classes, in terms of the SI

Gaussian distributions they cluster, such as the set of leaf nodes of each tree.

13 An additional reason for using the constrained weight estimation scheme was the

ease of its software implementation in our ASR engine.
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The added cost of ML weight estimation for combining the transformations is

negligible, since there are far fewer weights to estimate than transformation

parameters. For example, for the unconstrained and constrained RCTs, which

have as many leaves as phones in the SI acoustic model, one weight needs to be

estimated for each leaf node of each cluster-specific RCT. For an ASR system

with 45 phones and 4 cluster-specific RCTs the total number of weights that

need to be estimated is 180. On the other hand, a typical MLLR full mean

transformation for a 39-dimensional feature vector needs 1560 parameters to

be estimated.

The memory requirements are twice that of standard MLLR, since two acous-

tic models are stored in memory: the SI acoustic model to estimate state

occupancy counts, and an adapted acoustic model, obtained by applying

cluster-specific MLLR transformations to the SI acoustic model and used to

compute overall likelihood gain from the cluster-specific RCTs. Compared to

approaches such as eigenvoices, that combine multiple models and need to

store each component acoustic model in memory, our approach also has much

smaller memory requirements. Since weight estimation requires computing

likelihoods with each component model, and this dominates the computa-

tional costs in transform estimation, the overall cost of the two approaches is

similar.
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6 Recognition Experiments with Soft Regression Trees

6.1 Baseline Regression Class Tree Performance

We first present the baseline ASR system performance after MLLR adaptation

(as described in Section 3) when using the different types of RCTs trained for

this work. As mentioned earlier, we examined four different types of RCTs:

unconstrained, constrained, and unconstrained state-level (described in Section

2.1) and a manually designed tree (using knowledge of acoustic phonetics as

described in Section 3). Tables 3 and 4 show the ASR system performance

(WER) improvements obtained using each of these trees for the 2004 English

BN and 2003 English CTS test sets, respectively. In row 1 of Tables 3 and 4,

“Unconstr.” refers to the unconstrained type RCT, “Unconstr. State” refers

to the unconstrained state-level type RCT, “Constr.” refers to the constrained

type RCT, and “Manual” refers to the manually designed RCT. In the same

tables, row 2 refers to the WER of the adaptation hypothesis (“Adapt Hyps”)

used for MLLR adaptation, and row 3 refers to the WER after MLLR adap-

tation (“MLLR”).

Unconstr. Unconstr. State Constr. Manual

Adapt Hyps 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9

MLLR 15.9 15.9 15.9 16.0

Table 3

WER(%) after MLLR adaptation using four different RCT building schemes on the

2004 English BN test set

The results presented in Tables 3 and 4 show that the performance improve-
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Unconstr. Unconstr. State Constr. Manual

Adapt Hyps 23.1 23.1 23.1 23.1

MLLR 21.5 21.4 21.4 21.4

Table 4

WER(%) after MLLR adaptation using four different RCT building schemes on the

2003 English CTS test set

ments obtained from each of the three types of automatically built RCTs (un-

constrained, unconstrained state-level and constrained) are similar. Given this

evidence, it is unlikely that the use of the two-step ML procedure of Section

5.2 will yield any additional benefits with the unconstrained state-level type

RCTs compared to using the two-step ML procedure with the unconstrained

and constrained type RCTs. In addition, the unconstrained state-level type

RCTs have higher degrees of freedom (or number of leaf nodes) since each leaf

node represents a triphone HMM state, compared to the unconstrained and

constrained type RCTs, which have one leaf per phone. 14 The higher degrees

of freedom make it likely that the MLLR transformations estimated with the

unconstrained state-level type RCT and the two-step ML procedure will over-

train on errorful adaptation hypotheses. In a pilot experiment with the 2004

English BN test set, we saw evidence of over-training with the unconstrained

state-level type RCT that resulted in larger improvements in overall likelihood

of the adaptation data, but lower ASR system performance improvements due

to MLLR adaptation. Because of this, we will focus only on the unconstrained

and constrained type RCTs for subsequent ASR experiments.

14 For the ASR system used in this work, there were 3129 HMM states (for the

English BN system) while the number of phones was only 45.
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6.2 Average ASR Performance Results

To evaluate the performance of the two-step ML procedure for combining

MLLR transformations from speaker-clustered (SC) RCT, described in Sec-

tion 5.2, we tested its performance on a range of standard NIST test sets. As

mentioned in Section 4, for each domain we trained 4 cluster-specific RCTs,

one for each speaker cluster, of both constrained and unconstrained types,

and combined transformations using the two-step ML procedure. In Tables

6, 7 and 8, the columns denoted by “Unconstr.” and “Constr.” refer to the

unconstrained and constrained RCT, respectively. The row labels refer to ex-

periment configurations, which are explained in Table 5.

Experiment Name Experiment Configuration

Adapt Hyps WER of adaptation hypothesis

SI speaker-independent automatically built RCT

Soft SC (root)

multiple speaker-clustered RCT with MLLR

transformation combination weights tied at

the root of the cluster-specific trees (global

weights)

“Soft SC (leaves)” and “Soft SC”
multiple speaker-cluster RCT with weights

tied at the leaves of the cluster-specific trees

ML SC
cluster-specific RCT that achieves the highest

likelihood gain on adaptation data

Soft SC + No adapt
cluster-specific RCTs with an extra weight for

the case of no adaptation

Oracle SC
cluster-specific RCT that achieves the lowest

WER
Table 5

Various configurations for ASR experiments
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Table 6 shows the results of experiments that were run with the NIST 2003

English CTS test set and the CTS-domain specific RCT. The results show

small improvements of 0.1% to 0.2% (absolute) for constrained and uncon-

strained RCTs, using the two-step ML procedure, compared to using only one

SI RCT. The improvement of 0.2% (absolute) for the configuration “Soft SC

(leaves)” using the unconstrained RCT is significantly different from the “SI”

case (p < 0.01). 15

The ASR performance level from tying the ML weights at the root and at

the leaves of the cluster-specific RCT indicates that both are equivalent in

performance. However, given that speakers usually have enough data to es-

timate weights at the leaves, and this method gave slightly better results,

we picked the leaf-based weight-tying configuration for all subsequent exper-

iments in other domains. The “ML SC” configuration did not achieve better

performance than “Soft SC (leaves)”, while the performance of “Oracle SC”

confirms our observation in Section 4 that the overall WER can be reduced

significantly by choosing the optimal RCT.

Similar experiments were run with the NIST 2004 English BN test set using

the speaker-clustered RCT trained on the BN training data. The results are

shown in Table 7, where we can see that the “Soft SC (leaves)” configuration

is able to achieve small improvements over the baseline (manually designed)

RCT and the SI RCT in the range of 0.1% to 0.2% (absolute) for constrained

and unconstrained RCTs, though these are not statistically significant.

We also tested the performance the of speaker-clustered RCT on the NIST

15 Unless otherwise noted, significance tests on recognition results use a matched

pair sentence segment test.
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Unconstr. Constr.

Adapt Hyps 23.1 23.1

SI 21.5 21.4

Soft SC (root) 21.4 21.4

Soft SC (leaves) 21.3 21.3

ML SC 21.3 21.3

Soft SC + No adapt 21.4 21.2

Oracle SC 20.8 20.9

Table 6

WER(%) using speaker-clustered RCT for the 2003 English CTS test set

2006 Mandarin BN and 2005 BC (development) test sets using the Mandarin

BN/BC ASR system. The results are shown in Table 8, where the constrained

SI RCT achieved improvements of 0.3% (absolute) for both test sets, com-

pared to the baseline (manually designed 16 ) RCTs, which are statistically

significant at the level of p < 0.002. The use of the unconstrained speaker-

clustered RCT (“Soft SC”) results in improvements of 0.2% (absolute) for the

NIST 2006 Mandarin BN test set (significant, p < 0.012) and 0.6% (abso-

lute) for the 2005 Mandarin BC (dev) test set (significant, p < 0.001). The

use of constrained speaker-clustered RCT did not result in significant improve-

ments. 17 As in the case of the speaker-clustered RCT for the English domains,

16 The manually designed RCT had three leaf classes: vowels, consonants and non-

speech organized into a tree.
17 The linguistic question set used for building the constrained RCT is not as richly

developed for Mandarin as is the case for English, which provides an explanation for
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Unconstr. Constr.

Adapt Hyps 17.9 17.9

SI 16.0 15.9

Soft SC (root) 15.9 15.9

Soft SC (leaves) 15.9 15.8

ML SC 15.9 15.9

Soft SC + No adapt 15.9 15.8

Oracle SC 15.2 15.3

Table 7

WER(%) using speaker-clustered RCT for the 2004 English BN test set

the cluster-specific constrained RCT for Mandarin exhibited differences mainly

in the vowel branches, and the structure of the cluster-specific unconstrained

RCT shows more diversity compared to the constrained RCT.

Last, we experimented with adding an identity MLLR mean transformation

when estimating the ML weights. The identity transformation represents the

case of “no adaptation” and is referred to as “Soft SC + No adapt” in Tables

6, 7 and 8. The motivation for this experiment is our observation in earlier

work (Mandal et al., 2005, 2006) that 10% to 15% of speakers have lower

ASR system performance from using MLLR adaptation in the case of English

CTS. This experiment is able to achieve small improvements (0.1% absolute)

with the constrained type RCT for the 2003 English CTS test set and the

the better ASR performance when using the unconstrained RCT in the Mandarin

case.
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unconstrained type RCT for the 2006 Mandarin BN test set, compared to the

“Soft SC” case.

2006 Mandarin BN 2005 Mandarin BC

Unconstr. Constr. Unconstr. Constr.

Adapt Hyps 9.6 9.6 22.6 22.6

SI 7.5 7.7 20.3 20.4

Soft SC 7.3 7.8 19.7 20.4

Soft SC + No adapt 7.2 7.8 19.7 20.4

Table 8

WER(%) using speaker-clustered RCT for the 2006 Mandarin BN and 2005 BC

(dev) test sets

6.3 Performance Analysis of Two-Step ML Weight Estimation

As mentioned earlier, this work extends the weight estimation framework of

Gales and Woodland (1996) by introducing a robust two-step ML weight es-

timation procedure with or without inequality constraints. We compared the

performance of the two-step procedure to the one-step procedure that used

unconstrained ML weights for a combination of cluster-specific MLLR mean

transformations. The results shown in Table 9 indicate that the two-step pro-

cedure indeed produces better ASR performance, compared to the one-step

procedure in all cases. The one-step procedure is not stable, and performance

is worse on average than when using a single SI RCT.
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2004 English BN 2003 English CTS

Unconstr. Constr. Unconstr. Constr.

SI 16.0 15.9 21.5 21.4

One step 16.6 16.5 22.1 22.0

Two step 15.9 15.8 21.3 21.3

Table 9

Comparison of performance [WER(%)] using two-step or one-step ML weight esti-

mation (2004 English BN and 2003 English CTS test sets)

6.4 WER Distribution Analysis

Since the overall gains from using the speaker-clustered RCT are small, we

analyzed the results of experiments on the NIST 2003 English CTS and 2004

English BN test sets to investigate whether there are marked differences in

the distribution of the WERs by speaker. Such an analysis is motivated by a

desire for adaptation methods that give robust, or consistent, improvements

across speakers.

In Figures 2 and 3, we have ordered the speakers in the NIST 2004 English BN

(234 speakers) and 2003 English CTS (144 speakers) test sets by duration of

adaptation data. 18 In Figure 4, we show speaker-level analysis of WER change

from adaptation, relative to the unadapted case, with the same ordering of

speakers as in Figure 2, using both the SI RCT (left) and speaker-clustered

RCT (right) for speakers in the NIST 2004 English BN test set. The plots

in Figure 4 indicate that, contrary to expectations, not all speakers benefit

18 Total length of waveforms after segmentation
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from MLLR adaptation. Further, the amount of adaptation data is not a

good predictor of performance gains (or losses) from adaptation for a specific

speaker, though there is a trend of increased variance of performance change

from adaptation as the amount of adaptation data decreases. We can also see

in Figure 4 that fewer speakers have performance losses (relative WER change

> 0) when the speaker-clustered RCTs is used in adaptation. Similar trends

are observed for speakers in the NIST 2003 English CTS test set, though most

speakers there have more than 100 seconds of speech, rendering the increased

variance trend less clear.

Based on the error reductions with the oracle cluster-specific RCT in Section

4 and the trends seen in Figure 4, we conclude that using multiple speaker-

clustered RCTs leads to more robust adaptation strategies, compared to a

single SI RCT.

We present quantitative evidence for this conclusion in Tables 10 and 11,

which show the difference between the percentage of speakers who benefit

from adaptation and the percentage of speakers who have degraded ASR sys-

tem performance due to adaptation (the “net benefit” of adaptation), using

different adaptation strategies for both the NIST 2004 English BN and the

2003 English CTS test sets. The different configurations are (rows 3 through

6) SI RCT (SI), the cluster-specific RCT that achieves the highest gain of like-

lihood on adaptation data (ML SC), multiple speaker-clustered RCTs (Soft

SC), and the RCT that achieved the lowest WER (Oracle SC). The net benefits

are reported for different speaker subsets (columns 2 through 7): all speak-

ers (“All”), speakers who achieve more than 5% relative WER reduction (or

increase) from adaptation (“Rel. 5%”), and speakers whose WER reduction
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(or increase) from adaptation was significant at the level of p < 0.15. 19 A sig-

nificance threshold of p < 0.15 was chosen since few speakers satisfy higher

significance thresholds because the number of words for an individual speaker

is small. Still, this is a stricter criterion for WER change than the simple

relative difference of WERs.

It can be seen in Table 10, for both the NIST 2004 English BN and 2003

English CTS test sets, that the net percentage of speakers benefiting (or ben-

efiting significantly at the level of p < 0.15) in the “Oracle SC” case is substan-

tially higher than in the SI case, confirming our observation that the optimal

RCT structure varies across speakers. Table 10 also shows that using multiple

speaker-clustered RCTs, a greater net percentage of speakers benefits from

adaptation, compared to both the “SI” and “ML SC” cases. In the case of

English BN, the percentage of speakers significantly net benefiting from “Soft

SC” is twice that in the “SI” case, while for English CTS the same difference

is almost 30% higher in the “Soft SC” case, compared to the “SI” case.

The distributional information is shown graphically in Figures 5 and 6 with

the ordering of speakers the same as in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Again,

we observe that fewer speakers have degraded ASR system performance due

19 Denoting the WER for a speaker obtained using the SI RCT by pSI and that

obtained using any other configuration by pX , the difference in WER is significant

at the level of p < 0.15 if

pX /∈ [pSI + ε, pSI − ε]

where ε = 1.0364
√

pSI(1−pSI)
n and n is the number of words spoken by the speaker.

Note that this is a simple, weaker significance test than the matched pairs test used

with earlier results.
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to adaptation with “Soft SC”. In Figure 5, in the graph plotting only speak-

ers with significant performance changes from the speaker-clustered RCT in

adaptation, there is one speaker who shows a large relative performance loss

(59%). On examining the performance patterns for this speaker, we observed

that while this is a “difficult” speaker for adaptation, it is not for ASR on the

whole. The speaker’s unadapted WER is 12.2%, compared to 19.5% using any

RCT configuration with which we experimented. This speaker is particularly

disfluent, but the unusually poor performance most likely occurs because he is

grouped in a cluster with another speaker who has a lot of background noise

(e.g., keyboard clicks) that can negatively affect the adaptation transforma-

tions.

We performed the same analysis for only those speakers who had less than 120

seconds of adaptation data in both the NIST 2004 English BN (190 speakers)

and 2003 English CTS (24 speakers) test sets. The results, shown in Table 11,

indicate that for speakers with less adaptation data, using speaker-clustered

RCT in adaptation is again a better choice than both “SI” and “ML SC” cases.

The impact is particularly notable for English CTS where the net percentage of

speakers significantly benefiting from “Soft SC” is twice that in the “SI” case.

This indicates that using speaker-clustered RCT with MLLR leads to ASR

performance gains that are robust to cases with small amounts of adaptation

data.

We present the information shown in Figure 4 again in Figure 8, with the

only difference being that the speakers are now ordered by their unadapted

WER (ordering shown in Figure 7). The graphs in Figure 8 indicate that the

unadapted WER is only a weak predictor of performance gains from MLLR

adaptation, with correlation coefficients being 0.04 and 0.03 for “SI” and “Soft
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NIST 2004 English BN NIST 2003 English CTS

All Rel. 5% p < 0.15 All Rel. 5% p < 0.15

SI 24.1 18.2 5.0 67.2 38.5 24.5

ML SC 25.9 20.5 6.4 60.1 43.4 29.4

Soft SC 32.2 27.8 10.0 59.4 41.3 31.4

Oracle SC 62.2 54.1 18.6 87.4 67.1 44.8

Table 10

Net benefit (%) analysis of all speakers in English CTS and BN

NIST 2004 English BN NIST 2003 English CTS

All Rel. 5% p < 0.15 All Rel. 5% p < 0.15

SI 22.1 15.3 4.2 41.7 25.0 12.5

ML SC 20.0 16.8 5.3 58.3 37.5 20.8

Soft SC 29.0 24.8 8.9 50.0 50.0 25.0

Oracle SC 58.4 50.5 16.3 75.0 50.0 33.3

Table 11

Net benefit (%) analysis of speakers with less than 120 seconds of speech in English

BN and CTS

SC” cases, respectively. In Figure 9, we show only those speakers whose relative

WER change from adaptation is significant (at the level of p < 0.15) with the

same ordering of speakers as in Figure 7. It can be seen from both Figure 8

and Figure 9, that the average performance loss (WER increase) is lower (11%

vs. 18%) when using the speaker-clustered RCT with MLLR adaptation than
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when using the SI RCT.

6.5 Performance Analysis of ML weights

To understand the behavior of the ML weight estimation procedure we com-

pared its performance when combining MLLR mean transformations esti-

mated from the same RCT and when combining MLLR mean transforma-

tions from cluster-specific RCTs. We conducted ASR experiments with the

2004 English BN, 2006 Mandarin BN and 2005 Mandarin BC test sets and

the SI unconstrained type RCT for each. The results of these ASR experiments

are shown in Table 12. We first applied the data threshold on the amount of

adaptation data to determine the regression classes in the SI RCT and the

set of initial MLLR transformations to use. The results of using the SI RCT

are shown in row 3 (“SI”) of Table 12. Then, we explored two possibilities to

smooth the initial MLLR mean transformations with ML estimated weights:

with mean transformations from one level up in the SI RCT, and with mean

transformations up to two levels up in the SI RCT, which are shown in row 4

(“SI + One level”) and row 5 (“SI + Two levels”), respectively, in Table 12

and row 6, where “Soft SC” refers to the results of using the cluster-specific

RCT. For all three test sets, the “SI + One level” and the “SI + Two levels”

cases do not show better performance over the “Soft SC” case and for the 2004

English BN test set the performance of “SI + One level” and of “Soft SC” is

the same. More important, for the 2006 Mandarin BN and 2005 Mandarin BC

test sets, the “SI + One level” and “SI + Two level” cases show lower perfor-

mance improvements from MLLR adaptation, compared to the “SI” and “Soft

SC” cases. Since larger relative performance improvement is achieved by the
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“Soft SC” case compared to the “SI” case for these two Mandarin test sets it

provides evidence that the performance improvements obtained by combining

MLLR mean transformations from multiple cluster-specific RCTs using ML

weights is due to the differences in RCT structures and not only due to the

ML weights themselves. In the case of the 2005 Mandarin BC test set, the

structures of the cluster-specific RCTs are perhaps able to capture variations

of dialect or register 20 in conversations.

WER(%)

2004 English BN 2006 Mandarin BN 2005 Mandarin BC

SI 15.9 7.5 20.3

SI + One level 15.9 7.8 20.5

SI + Two levels 16.5 8.1 21.1

Soft SC 15.9 7.3 19.7

Table 12

WER(%) using ML weights to smooth MLLR mean transformations with those

from higher nodes in the SI unconstrained RCT

7 Discussion

In MLLR-based speaker adaptation, the conventional approach to designing

speaker-specific adaptation strategies is to use a global RCT for all speakers

to decide on the regression classes (MLLR transformations) to use. We have

20 Register is the formality of speaking situation and how familiar the speakers are

with others.
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presented evidence that this approach sometimes leads to WER increases, and

more robust performance across a population of speakers is possible by mod-

eling speaker variability in designing fine-grained speaker-specific adaptation

strategies. We have introduced a speaker clustering algorithm that models

speaker variability by partitioning a large corpus of speakers in the eigenspace

of their MLLR transformations, and captures the speaker variability informa-

tion in the diversity of the structures of RCT trained for each speaker cluster.

By choosing the optimal cluster-specific RCT to use for each individual test

speaker, it is possible to achieve significantly lower overall WER, compared

to the case where a global RCT is used, and there is also a smaller variance

in error rates across speakers. On examining the different RCT structures

produced, in the case of the constrained RCT, we noticed that more diver-

sity was exhibited by the vowel branches than the consonant branches, which

we conjecture to be indicative of dialectal variations in the training speaker

population.

To take advantage of the speaker-clustered RCT in evaluating ASR systems,

we use a procedure that linearly combines MLLR transformations for a given

speaker, estimated for each cluster-specific RCT, with weights that are esti-

mated by maximizing the likelihood of the adaptation data in the framework

of a two-step ML procedure that estimates weights with and without inequal-

ity constraints. The two-step ML procedure produces small improvements,

compared to using only one SI RCT, for both English BN and CTS tasks, and

larger improvements for Mandarin BN and BC test sets. From a visual in-

spection, 21 we found that the differences in the structure of the cluster-specific

unconstrained RCT for Mandarin BN was more marked than the English BN

21 Examining the phone clusters produced at each split in the RCT.
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case. Thus, in the Mandarin BN case, the cluster-specific MLLR transforma-

tions used in linear combination are more different than in the English case.

Further, we observed that the use of speaker-clustered RCT leads to ASR

performance gains that are robust to the amount of adaptation data and

the unadapted WER. As the amount of adaptation data decreases, regres-

sion classes are chosen higher up in the RCT (based on a given data count

threshold), but the tying across phone classes differs depending on the RCT

structure. This results in diverse MLLR transformations being linearly com-

bined by the two-step ML procedure, and explains the robustness of WER

gains from adaptation across a range of conditions. We also observed that

the speaker-clustered RCT benefited the majority of the speakers who had

degraded ASR system performance due to MLLR adaptation with a single SI

RCT, and reduced the average performance loss for those speakers who had

degraded ASR system performance due to MLLR adaptation.

In future work, we plan to explore auxiliary speaker-level features that are

more relevant for predicting the optimal RCT structure to use for individual

speakers, similar to the way we predicted the optimal number of regression

classes in Mandal et al. (2005). Also, we want to relax the constraint that

the speaker clustering data be disjoint from the acoustic model training set.

While the strategy adopted in this paper avoids bias, it might turn out to

be unnecessary in practice. By using a much larger speaker population in

clustering, we hope to capture more diverse structures in the ensemble of

RCTs, further improving robustness of the proposed method.
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Fig. 5. Significant (p < 0.15) performance changes of speakers from adaptation with

various tree configurations (NIST 2004 English BN test set)
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Fig. 6. Significant (p < 0.15) performance changes of speakers from adaptation with

various tree configurations (NIST 2003 English CTS test set)
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